
QNoQText OpText Marks
1 Most Research starts with Index

Research Proposal
Hypothesis Correct
Research Plan

2 Engineering Research should be based on Industry based
testing

Correct

Survey of clients
Environmental
issues
Social problems

3 Research is not complete till Thesis is submitted
Results have been
presented publicly

Correct

Supervisor has
consented
Synopsis is
completed

4 Conclusions from research have to be
substantiated from

Multiple
investigations

Correct

At least one
investigation
By Simulation
By Experimenting

5 The largest international engineering agreement
on a common code of ethics is

Engineering ethics
declaration
Commonwealth
Declaration
Washington
Accord

Correct

Sydney Accord
6 Research results and conclusions are valid only if

they are substantiated through
Experimental
standard tests
Numerical
simulation
Logic and
mathematics



At least two of
these methods

Correct

7 Research can be undertaken successfully to
impact society and humanity only if

Laboratory
experiments at UG
have been
undertaken
thoroughly
Calculations and
theoretical
framework have
been done
thoroughly
Undergraduate
projects have a
research
component
All of these Correct

8 Thesis writing is mainly about Research writing
format and
referencing
Statistical analysis,
result validation,
referencing and
clear conclusions

Correct

Developing a new
method
Establishing the
research gap

9 The most essential process of research for its
application in real life is

Peer review of
research outcome
for its fail safe
quality

Correct

Understanding
basic principles of
the domain
Referencing
existing material



Cost effective
outcomes

10 One of the major outcomes of research is to Establishing the
Research Gap

Contribute New
Knowledge to the
domain through
rigorous peer
review

Correct

Write the
References
Compare the
results with
current ones

11 Publication is necessary in research in order to Contribute New
Knowledge to
existing domain
Peer Review of
outcomes
Establish that
current knowledge
has been reviewed
All of these Correct

12 Reference of a paper in another published paper
is called

Reference

Impact Factor
Citation Correct
Patent

13 Impact Factor is the Highest Number
of Citation of a
paper in a year
Yearly average of
number of
citations per paper
published in the
journal

Correct



Scopus Journal
rank
None of these

14 Keyword in a research paper should Not include trade
names

Correct

Be very specific
and not general

Have highly
technical terms
from the paper
Have all the
acronyms from the
paper

15 Research Proposal should primarily convince the
Reviewers that

Proposed
utilization of funds
will be done
Supervisor has set
the right research
question
Research Method
will lead to
solution with
enough scientific
rigour

Correct

Research will be
completed within
time limit

16 Major component of a Research Proposal is Project Title
Summary and
description
Budget
All of these Correct

17 For experimental tools to be used, researchers
must ensure

Tools are properly
calibrated

Correct

Data acquisition is
available
Statistical Analysis
is done



Numerical
Analysis is done

18 One dimensional measurement can be
represented by a

Line graph or a
scatter plot
Histogram where
standard deviation
from mean shows
variance

Correct

Parabolic curves
All of these

19 A brief summary of a research paper is called Summary
Conclusions
Abstract Correct
Synopsis

20 Unethical borrowing of details is called Unauthorised
Content
Unreferenced
Content
Unethical Practice
Plagiarism Correct

21 Find the missing Number in the series 218,
435,869,……,3473

1727

1737 Correct
1637
1638

22 In Numerical Modelling, it is important to define Boundary
conditions
Surrounding
media and its
properties
Discretized area
All of these Correct

23 While comparing results a simple technique is to
reduce the RMS error which stands for

Root Mean
Squared

Correct

Relative Mean
Square
Relational
Minimum Size



Root Mean Series
24 Conclusions and research outcomes come under

doubt when
Literature review
summary is not
given
Specific
conclusions are
not mentioned in
abstract
Statistical and
error analysis are
not done properly

Correct

Future scope is not
included

25 Submission of Patent must be done Along with paper
publication
After paper
publication
Before submission
of any publication

Correct

With declaration in
newspaper

26 The Design or structure of Research Method
proposed should be

Logically rigorous

Internally
consistent and
Mathematically
correct
None of these
All of these Correct

27 Performance Validation of Engineering Research
Problem is

Qualitative : As
the essence of data
and the perceived
outcomes are
important



Quantitative: As it
has to demonstrate
the measure of
outcomes vs the
objectives and
establish that the
outcome can be
applied to domains
broader than the
chosen example

Correct

None of these

All of these
28 A Sampling is A representation

of a population
suited in terms of
cost and time

Correct

Done to substitute
experimentation
Always taken as
5% of population
Error proof
method of
research

29 In an experimental research method, the
independent variable is

Changed as
compared to being
constant in control
group

Correct

Kept constant in
both experimental
and control groups
Both Changed as
compared to being
constant in control
group and Kept
constant in both
experimental and
control groups



None of these
30 Which of following should not be included while

writing references in a research paper
Authors

Title
All of these
Details of
publication

31 Bibliography includes Only the papers
referred by author
All the material
related to the
theme such as
reference books
and papers

Correct

Only text books
referred by author
Only papers
written by the
author

32 In steps of Research Process, which is the next
step after Literature Review and Forming the
Hypothesis

Research Paper

Collection of data
Research Design Correct
Experimentation
and Analysis

33 Conclusions should Be confined to
those justified by
result analysis of
research

Correct

Include those that
are defined in
theoretical
principles
Include
explanation of
theoretical
background

Cancelled 
Question



None of these
34 Experimental research often needs Scaling tools

Prototype testing
Validation with
mathematical
model
All of these Correct

35 Qualitative research method is mostly used for Marketing and
Business analysis

Correct

Engineering
outcomes
Coding and Data
Interpretation
Measuring
Experimental
errors

36 Result Analysis can be showed as Graphical Maps
Tabular values
Interpretation and
Trend observed in
the Graphical and
Data mapping

Correct

None of these
37 Standard Deviation is a measure used in Standard Data

Collection Method
Theoretical
Solutions
Equation solver
Statistical Method
of Analysis

Correct

38 Regression Analysis is used to Find results from
graphs
Create data
mapping
Determine
statistical relation
between two
variables

Correct



None of these
39 Chi square test is A statistical

measure for
sampling analysis

Correct

A numerical
method
Derived equation
Comparison of
two values

40 Research findings can be used only when they
are followed up with

Interpretations of
results

Correct

All experimental
results are
tabulated as they
are obtained

All results are
charted graphically
All experimental
results are
tabulated as they
are obtained and
All results are
charted graphically

41 The important components of Thesis writing are Research Plan and
References
Logical analysis
and interpretation
of results
None of these
Both Research
Plan and
References and
Logical analysis
and interpretation
of results

Correct

42 Research Proposal and Research Paper are
distinguished by

Significant
outcomes



Budgetary
provision

Correct

Literature Review
Research Design

43 Inductive Reasoning is aimed at testing New theory
emerging from the
data and results

Correct

Existing theory
Enhancement in
current theory
None of these

44 Research related to abstract ideas is Quantitative
research
Theoretical
research
Empirical research
Qualitative
research

Correct

45 Validation using different methods is necessary
as

Repeated
experimental work
may not be
possible
There is no prior
work resembling it
Theoretical
framework may be
too simplistic
All of these Correct

46 While reading literature critically you should list Positive and
negative impact of
paper

Correct

Describe the entire
research
methodology
Describe whether
references are
adequate



Write a summary
of the paper

47 Literature Review is mainly aimed at Understanding the
concepts
Learning about
new findings
Finding Research
Gap

Correct

Learning New
Techniques

48 Engineering Standards are provided to Experimental
technique
Requirement
specifications
None of these
Both Experimental
technique and
Requirement
specifications

Correct

49 Research Papers should preferably be published
in

Peer reviewed
standard ranked
journals

Correct

On line open end
journals
Conference
abstracts
All of the these

50 Patent is characterized by Sponsoring agency
Current scenario
in field
Patent Number,
patent code and
authors

Correct

Prior art
51 Which groups of elements is analogous to the

lanthanides ?
Actinides Correct

Halides



Borides
Chalcogenides

52 Double bond between two atoms consists of two π bonds
two σ bonds
one σ bond and
one π bond

Correct

one σ bond and
delta bond

53 The bond angle in CH4 is 90°
104° 27’
120°
109° 28’ Correct

54 Which is the correct order of decreasing basicity
of halide ion ?

F-> Cl-> Br-> I-

Cl-> Br-> I-> F-

F-> I-> Br-> Cl-

I-> Br-> Cl-> F- Correct
55 Which of the following species is capable of

functioning both as a Bronsted acid and
Bronsted base ?

S2-

F-

HS- Correct
56 Molten sodium chloride conducts electricity due

to the presence of
Na atom

Cl atom
Ions Correct
free electrons

57 The borax bead test can be used to detect the
presence of

Na+

Mg2+

Al3+

Fe3+ Correct
58 Silver ornaments turn black by atmospheric O2

Cl2



H2S Correct
N2

59 The mercury is the only metal which is liquid at
00 C. This is due to its

weak metallic
bond

Correct

high vapour
pressure
high ionisation
energy
both weak metallic
bond and high
ionisation energy

60 Coordination number and oxidation state of Cr
in K3[Cr(C2O4)3] are respectively.

3 and 0

3 and +3
6 and +3 Correct
4 and +2

61 The separation of lanthanides in ion exchange
method is based on

oxidation state of
the ion

size of the
hydrated ions

Correct

bsicity of
lanthanides
the solubility of
their nitrates

62 In TGA, the weight loss curve depends on the
following instrumental factors

furnace heating
rate
recording or chart
speed
furnace
atmosphere
All of these Correct

63 In DTA, thermal effects may be endothermic or
exothermic. These are caused by

fusion

crystalline
structure
inversions



boiling and
sublimation
All of these Correct

64 The most widely used flame in atomic absorption
is

air-coal gas

air-propane
air-acetylene Correct
oxyacetylene

65 Analytical methods based on atomic absoption
are highly specific because

atomic absorption
lines are very
narrow.
transition energies
are unique for
each element
Both atomic
absorption lines
are very narrow
and transition
energies are
unique for each
element correct

Correct

None of the above
is correct

66 The most important applications of flame
photometry are

Analysis of Na
and K in biological
fluids and tissues
Analyse of those
otherwise difficult
to determine
elements
Both Analysis of
Na and K in
biological fluids
and tissues and
Analyse of those
otherwise difficult
to determine
elements

Correct



None of the these
67 Which of the following adsorbent used for

column adsorption chromatography has
maximum adsorptive power ?

Silica gel

Magnesium oxide
Aluminium oxide Correct
Calcium carbonate

68 An increase in pH causes an increase in the
sorption capacity if an exchanger contains

- COOH group

-OH group Correct
- SO3H group
All of these

69 The particle size in ion exchangers depends on column length
column diameter
gravity or pumping
used to control the
flow of mobile
phase
All of these Correct

70 Which of the following materials are used as
binders in TLC ?

Plaster of Paris

Starch
Plastic dispersions
All of these Correct

71 In biological system, the metals ions involved in
electron transport are

Na+ and K+

Zn2+ and Mg2+

Ca2+ and Mg2+

Cu2+ and Fe2+ Correct
72 Release of O2 from oxyhaemoglobin is favoured

by
high pH and low
CO2 conc.
low pH and low
CO2 conc.
high pH and high
CO2 conc.



low pH and high
CO2 conc.

Correct

73 Beta-emission takes place when neutron is
converted to
proton
from the elements
above the bond of
stability
with shifting of the
new element one
group towards
right
All the facts given
are true

Correct

74 The half life of 99Tc is 6 h. Hence, average life
is

3.0 h

4.17 h
8.00 h
8.66 h Correct

75 The de-Broglie hypothesis is associated with wave nature of
electron only
wave nature of
proton only

wave nature of
radiation
wave nature of all
material particles

Correct

76 The total energy of electron revolving round the
nucleus is

zero

more than zero
less than 0 Correct
more than zero in
certain atoms and
less than zero in
others

77 Out of X-rays, infrared rays, visible rays and
micro waves, the largest frequency is of

X-rays Correct



infrared rays
visible rays
micro waves

78 ESR spectra are observed in ________ region. microwave Correct
radiofrequency
X-rays
UV / VIZ

79 Raman effect is elastic scattering of
light
inelastic scattering
of light

Correct

emission of light
absorption of light

80 The frequency of UV radiation is greater than microwaves
IR radiation
Both microwaves
and IR radiation

Correct

None of these
81 Which of the following diatomic molecules will

not give a rotational spectrum?
N2 Correct

CO
NO
HF

82 A buffer solution is prepared by mixing equal
concentration of acid (ionization constant Ka and
a salt. The pH of buffer is

pKa +7

14 – pKa
pKa Correct
pKa +1

83 Calculate the number of H+ ions present in 1
mL. of a solution whose pH is 10.

1 × 10-13

6.02 × 1010 Correct

1 × 10-10

6.02 × 1013



84 At 300 C the solubility of Ag2CO3 (Ksp = 8 ×
10-12) would be greatest in 1 L of

0.05 M Na2CO3

0.05 M AgNO3
pure water
0.05 NH3 Correct

85 High quantum yields of photochemical reactions
are due to

lowering of
activation energy
high frequency of
collision
accompanying side
reactions
formation of free
radicals

Correct

86 A catalyst accelerate the rate of reaction by decreasing energy
of activation

Correct

increasing
Arrhenius constant
increasing both
decreasing both

87 The physical adsorption of gases on the solid
surface is due to

covalent bond

hydrogen bond
ionic bond
van der Waal’s
forces

Correct

88 Frenkel defect appears in AgI
ZnS
AgBr
All of these Correct

89 ethyl-4-
oxoheptanoate
methyl-4-
oxoheptanoate
ethyl-4-
oxohexanoate



methyl-4-
oxohexanoate

Correct

90 1,3,5-cycloheptatriene can be converted to an
aromatic substance by

hydrogen atom
abstractions
hydride abstractionCorrect
proton abstraction
H2 elimination

91 C60 has 14 pentagons and
18 hexagons
12 pentagons and
20 hexagons

Correct

10 pentagons and
20 hexagons
12 pentagons and
18 hexagons

92 One of the modern methods of studying free
radicals is

IR spectra

UV spectra
CI DNP Correct
microwave spectra

93 Which of the following reaction undergoes
without formation of any intermediate?

SN1 reaction

SNi reaction
Ar SN1 reaction
SN2 reaction Correct

94 The nucleophilic attack on a carbon-carbon
double bond generates

carbanion Correct

carbene
carbocation
free radical

95 The addition reaction between an α, β
unsaturated carbonyl compound with an active
methylene group compound in presence of
piperidine is known as

Mannich reaction

Michael reaction Correct
Aldol reaction



Mukaiyama
reaction

96 electrophilic
addition

benzyne
intermediate
activated
nucleophilic
substitution

Correct

oxirane
97 The free energy change in a photochemical

reaction is
always zero

always negative
always positive
may be positive or
negative

Correct

98 How many types of electronic transitions are
taking place in visible and UV regions?

two types

three types
five types
four types Correct

99 Which of the following reagents will react with
furan to form 2 furansulphonic acid?

Dilute H2SO4 at
2000C
SO2 at 1000C
Dilute H2SO4 at
1000C

SO3 in pyridine at
1000C

Correct

100 Table sugar is a disaccharide
consisting of D-
glucose and D-
fructose

Correct

a monosaccharide



a disaccharide
consisting of two
D-glucose units
D-glucose


